Hambledon
Guide Price £618,000 (Freehold)
This charming 3 bedroom semi detached home sits in a wonderful tucked away semi-rural location on the fringes of Hambledon village,
and benefits from a large rear garden, driveway parking for several cars and planning permission to extend (Waverley Planning Ref :
WA/2016/1597) EPC: F
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This charming 3 bedroom semi detached home sits in a wonderful
tucked away semi-rural location on the fringes of Hambledon
village, and benefits from double glazing, oak internal doors, a large
rear garden and planning permission to extend (Waverley Planning
Ref : WA/2016/1597).
From the canopy porch, the front door opens into the entrance
hallway with stairs to the first floor and a downstairs cloakroom.
The sitting room has oak flooring and a wood burning stove, and
leads through to the conservatory which in turn leads out to the
rear garden, and is currently used as a dining room. The kitchen is
fitted with a range of base and eye level units with a built in oven
and integrated electric hob. A door from the kitchen leads to a
utility room and a rear access door to the garden. Upstairs there are
three bedrooms and a family bathroom.
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Floorplan
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Directions
Hambledon is a sought after south west Surrey village surrounded by superb countryside for walking, (The Green Sand Way runs close by to
the village) riding and cycling. There is a village inn as well as a delightful village shop with Post Office which overlooks the green with its
new pavilion on which cricket is played in the summer. There are a number of shops covering day to day needs in Milford village (approx 3
miles from the village centre) including the renowned farm shop, chemist and fresh fish shop and Godalming s picturesque and historic
town centre with its restaurants, individual shops and superstores is approx 4 miles away. Guildford with its multitude of shops, theatres,
cinemas and restaurants is a further 4 miles. There are connections from Witley station (approx 1 mile from the village centre) to Milford,
Godalming, Guildford and Waterloo (approx 55 minutes journey time). There is an excellent selection of schools in the area that cater for
most ages and denominations both in the public and private sectors. There are golf courses in the nearby villages of Milford and
Chiddingfold while the south coast beaches are around 25 miles away.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASERS: We endeavour to make our sales particulars accurate and reliable, however, they do not constitute or form part of an offer or any contract and
none is to be relied upon as statements of representation or fact. The services, systems and appliances listed in this specification have not been tested by us and no guarantees as to their
operating ability or efficiency are given. All measurements have been taken as guide to prospective buyers only, and are not precise. If you require clarification or further information on
any points, please contact us, especially if you are travelling some distance to view.
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